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Being and Doing 

 

1. Bill and I love this Song of Solomon passage because it was the Lectionary passage 

from which our pastor preached the day after our wedding. 

a. I think Pastor Chris was surprised to see us sitting in church just hours after we had 

all left the dance floor of our reception. 

b. And we couldn’t stop giggling like teenagers while he was reading this 

extraordinary love poem from the Old Testament. 

c. Throughout the ages, interpreters have agreed that the Song of Solomon is a 

series of love poems voiced by characters to one another with the occasional 

contributions of one or more choruses. 

i. But this is where the agreement stops. 

ii. Interpreters disagree as to who these characters are and that relevance 

their dialogue has for us today. 

iii. Responses to these questions have taken two apparently contradictory 

paths: 

1. First is the allegorical path: Jewish interpreters early on claimed that 

the book was an allegory for God’s love of Israel. 

2. Second is the historical path: many interpret these as poems 

exchanged between King Solomon and a bride. 

iv. Recent commentators have suggested these approaches can be 

complementary rather than contradictory.   

1. The life of the soul, the allegorical approach, and the life of the 

body, the historical approach, are not distinct. 
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2. To be in love is to live beyond the boundaries of the self and to 

enter a realm of playful delight, in which the human and the divine 

can merge. 

a. Human love both allows us to celebrate God through our 

bodies and educates us in loving and being loved. 

v. Whether the Song is read as an historical love story between two people 

or as an allegory about God’s love for all creation, its beauty is that it 

invites all humankind to play as if life and love depended upon it. 

1. Putting historical and allegorical aspects into play celebrates and 

perhaps even creates the feelings of passionate desiring and 

knowing oneself to be passionately desired. 

a. Glimpsing oneself not as perfect, but as perfect for someone, 

wanted and sought after, is cause for singing both love songs 

and hymns. 

d. Recognizing we don’t have to choose between an allegorical and a historical 

understanding, we can receive this poetry is a passionate invitation to integrity, 

not dualism. 

i. Integrity shares the same root with the word integer, which means one 

and implies wholeness, completeness, and authenticity. 

ii. Dualism forces us to choose between allegorical and historical, soul and 

body. 

iii. Dualism by its very definition bifurcates us, creates tension within our very 

beings and forces us into either/or propositions that lose sight of the 

beauty of both/and or win-win propositions. 

iv. Last week we encouraged one another to stand firm in the Lord. 

v. This week we are invited to wholly integrate being doers of the word into 

our beings. 

1. For when our doing becomes our being, the doing becomes 

playful, integral, unconscious, non-anxious, unpretentious and oh-

so-lifegiving. 

2. The epistle of James is very clear about doing and being. 

a. We find three clear exhortations: 

i.  First, we are to acknowledge God’s perfection (vv. 17-18) 

1. James lists for us some of God’s perfections.  

2. Every good thing that is given and every perfect gift comes from 

God. 

3. The blessings of life, such as family, food, friends, health, and 

material blessings, are all evidences of God’s goodness and grace.  
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4. As we acknowledge God’s perfection, our being should overflow in 

thanksgiving through doing. 

ii. Second, we are to think of others first (vv.19-21) 

1. We are to be quick to hear, slow to speak, and slow to anger.  

2. When we practice these characteristics, we genuinely put others 

before ourselves and show them the kindness and respect of Christ.  

3. The hard part, of course, is being consistent in our conduct; James 

reminds us that our anger and haste does not accomplish the 

righteousness of God. 

a. Did you know there are social media strategies designed and 

launched by brand managers who help their clients generate 

followers? 

i. Up and comers intentionally spark beefs or fights with 

higher up influencers to their mutual benefit. 

1. You might remember how school yard brawls 

quickly attracted attention. 

2. With these manufactured social media beefs, 

both parties gain notoriety which drives traffic to 

their online offerings. 

b. Given the profusion of these high-profile manufactured beefs, 

is it any wonder we find ourselves more agitated or see our 

children patterning their interactions after this duplicitous 

behavior? 

4. James attempts to offer practical advice for steering clear of this 

destructive behavior through practices of generosity and humility.  

a. Such acts show we are thinking of others before we are 

thinking of ourselves and placing their interests before our 

own.  

b. A lifestyle characterized by thinking of others first 

demonstrates in our doing that gratitude for God’s love is our 

very being. 

iii. And finally, we are to be doers of God’s word (vv. 22-27) 

1. James pleads with us to be doers of the Word and not mere 

hearers.  

2. The warning is strong for those who do not do the Word—they are 

deceiving themselves. 

iv. These words call for personal examination.  

1. Each of us should reflect on our own lives to see how our doing is 

living out our gratitude to God for our very being. 

2. Spiritual maturity is not based on what we know, but on what we do 

with what we know. 

v. Application of God’s Word is the real test for our walk with God.   

1. It is not enough for us to hear and read the Bible if we do not put 

into practice what we know.  

a. James cites caring for widows and orphans as a prime 

example. 

vi. This congregation is wonderful at being doers of the word. 
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1. Our doing of the word – our mission activities – extend far and wide. 

a. We make baptism blankets, knit prayer shawls, lap robes, 

hats, mittens and sweaters which are used in our 

congregation, in local hospitals and shipped around the 

world. 

b. We visit people in prison and support programs reducing 

recidivism. 

c. We are a main sponsor of a Habitat for Humanity home every 

three years. 

d. We sponsor a missionary family in Taiwan. 

e. We teach people the love of God through many different 

Bible Studies and LOGOS. 

f. Through Presbyterian Disaster Assistance, we go where there 

is an immediate need. 

g. We provide scholarships to Camp Whitman. 

h. We help families and young people in the Cameron 

neighborhood through Cameron Community ministries. 

i. Through We’ve Got your Backpack, we make certain 

students at School 54 and their families have enough 

weekend food to return to school ready to learn on Monday.  

j. We care for orphans and rebuild lives in Africa. 

k. We provide three hot meals and a cot 4x/year through 

RAIHN. 

l. We continue to fund two community ministries this church 

helped found: Pittsford Youth Services and Pittsford Food 

Cupboard. 

m. We support those needing specialized care at the Rochester 

Psychiatric Center and the Rochester Presbyterian Home. 

n. We shape the character of disadvantaged youth in Jamaica. 

i. I could literally go on and on with all the ministries and 

missions we do. 

1. I bet you’d like to know more so be on the 

lookout this fall as we hear testimonies about just 

some of the missions we support. 

ii. Practicing mission – whether by teaching a Sunday 

School class, making a baby blanket, or going to 

Mexico, Kenya or Jamaica – integrates doing into our 

very beings. 

3.  Our family’s summer travels took us to Boston and Pittsburgh. 

a. Both cities are home to professional baseball, football and hockey teams.   

b. No matter where we traveled, we noticed fans wearing Penguins, Pirates, 

Steelers, Bruins, Red Sox and Patriots gear. 
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i. It was as if the persons wearing this gear identified with their team of 

choice and derived their own sense of personal pride based upon how 

their team was doing. 

ii. I have often wondered how the world would be a different place if each 

of us were equally fanatic about our love of God. 

iii. This is where I must give die-hard Buffalo Bills fans a ton of credit. 

iv. Bills fanatics are not fair-weather. 

1. Even though the Bills have not been in a Super Bowl since the early 

1990s, these fans love to cheer for, support and play alongside the 

Bills. 

a. Bills fans don’t think any more or less of themselves based 

upon the performance of the team. 

i. They just enjoy the act of being a fan, being a part of 

something beyond themselves. 

ii. I would say Bills fans are a lot like fans of Jesus. 

1. Jesus hasn’t had a resurrection event in 2000 

years. 

2. But fans of Jesus just enjoy being a part of 

something beyond themselves. 

3. And that being leads to a joy of doing. 

4. Harry Emerson Fosdick, the legendary preacher from Riverside Church in NYC, once 

observed that those who reflect upon their lives and conclude that they have 

received far less that they deserve tend to be miserable. 

a. Others evaluate their lives, think they have broken even and conclude they got 

what they earned. 

b. However, those who readily reckon they have received far more than they 

deserve are the most playful, joyful and grateful.  

i. I suspect we might be moved to show our thankfulness to God by caring 

for widows and orphans in their distress or writing glorious love poems. 

c. As we celebrate this Labor Day Weekend, may we together seek to be doers of 

the word such that our beings playfully radiate joyous thanksgiving. 


